NOTIFICATION

Candidates with the following Hall Ticket Numbers are provisionally declared to have passed the M.Sc. (5Years) INTEGRATED BIOTECHNOLOGY (VIII SEMESTER) Examinations of this University held in the month of April, 2019. The marks secured by the candidates in these examinations are given in the brackets against each.

INTEGRATED BIOTECHNOLOGY (VIII SEMESTER)

Hall Ticket Numbers:
2015INB78001 (417/600), 002(394), 003(442), 004(459), 005(418), 006(439), 007(438), 009(456), 010(426), 011(450), 012(434), 013(462), 016(430), 017(443), 018(434), 019(422), 020(424), 021(464), 022(448), 023(472), 025(428), 026(444), 027(440), 028(463), 029(434), 030(447), 031(384), 032(411), 033(483), 034(507), 035(503), 036(483), 037(446), 041(441), 042(435), 043(425) and 044(413).

Supplemental

Hall Ticket Numbers:

201478024 – (395/600).
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TIRUPATI
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To
The Notice Board
Copy to the Dean, School of Sciences, SPMVV, Tirupati.
Copy to the Head, Dept of Biotechnology, SPMVV, Tirupati.

CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS
SRI PADMAVATI MAHILA VISVAVIDYALAYAM
(WOMEN’S UNIVERSITY)
TIRUPATI-517 502 (A.P.)